
The Enchanted Wood –  

By Enid Blyton 

These questions and activities are all linked to Chapters 25 

and 26. Read each chapter carefully. You may want to use a 

dictionary to find the meanings of unfamiliar words.  

You can answer these questions in your Homework Logs or you 

may wish to start a new book/folder just for these activities. 

Tips on answering questions: 

- Look for key words in the text. 

- 1 mark questions only need a short answer (a word or a phrase) 

- For 2 mark questions, you often need to provide two points or provide an answer with 

a developed explanation. 

Chapter 25: 

1. Who is Mighty – One and where does he come from?  (1 mark) 

2. What does the arrival of Mighty – One mean?  (1 mark) 

3. What does Mighty – One want? (1 mark) 

4. Why does Moon – Face suggest that Mighty – One takes back the goblins 

that are trapped in the slippery – slip? (2 marks) 

5. How does the wizard get the goblins up the tree to his land? (1 mark) 

6. Why does everyone help find the Saucepan Man’s saucepans to give back 

to him? (1 mark) 

Task 

In this activity the answers are already provided. Your job is to think up 

the questions that would go with the answer. Question starters have been 

given: 

1) Answer: Mr Watzisname 

Who…… 

2) Answer: At the top of the Faraway Tree 

Where……. 

3) Answer: To get to the bottom of the Faraway Tree 

Why…… 

4) Answer: After they refuse to answer Dame Snap’s silly questions 

When….. 

5) Answer: Pop Cakes 

What……. 



Chapter 26: 

 

1. What problem does Beth have about inviting her friends to her 

birthday party? (1 mark) 

 

2. What lucky event matches up with Beth’s birthday perfectly?  

(1 mark) 

 

3. Draw some things you think Beth could have at her party at the 

Land of Birthdays. (1 mark) 

 

4. Mother will not let the children wear their good clothes to the 

Faraway Tree because they got ruined last time. Whose side are you 

on? Why? (2 marks) 

 

 

 

 

 


